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By Anna Von Reitz

The actions and facts we have described for everyone are all matters of Public Record and not subject to
debate.
There has not been a lawful government in power in this country since 1860, but there now is.
The hereditary Head of State has taken definitive action to end any presumption of Interregnum and called in all
the debts and exemptions owed to this country, its states and its people. We have not abandoned as much as a
silver dime.
Together with allied Native leaders we are moving steadily forward to reclaim our country in behalf of the actual
nation-states and living people, restoring the state republics and the self-governance we are owed.
Our Public Servants need to face facts, come to heel, and actually do what they are paid to do. Defend the
actual states and people. Conduct the business with a straight face and honest accounting. Issue the lawful
currency.
Assist us in restoring the government we are owed. Nationalize the criminal banks. Shut down their patented
and trademarked Foreclosure Mill. Ride herd on these hopelessly corrupt corporate courts. Stop the registration
of people and their private assets. Quit the weird weapons testing. Tell the UN where to get off. Fire every clerk
at the Patent Office. And generally speaking, wake to Hell up.
If you let our land jurisdiction government sink under the waves ---we’ve got news for all of you. No land
jurisdiction means no sea jurisdiction. All the corporations created under our auspices go down the drain if we
do, regardless of where they are in the world, regardless of whether they are territorial or municipal. All the
corporations..... ALL THE CORPORATIONS.....
Read and repeat as many times as necessary.
Better get on board the only true Ship of State still sailing and grab an oar and thank God that there is still an oar
to grab. The Idiot Americans woke up just in time to save themselves----and all of you.
Pope Francis? Cardinal Mamberti? Cardinal Pell? We, the American states and people, are here, alive, well,
standing on the land with our porting treaty cured, demanding discharge of all bonds held in our NAMES and the
return of all our assets. We are owed discharge of these issues via probate, not bankruptcy. There is no
interregnum. There is no “National Debt”.
And there is no excuse.
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